
NEXT STEPS OVERVIEW: DISCIPLER/LEADER 
 
The Definition of a Disciple  
A disciple unconditionally trusts and obeys Jesus to BECOME like him, BELONG to his family, and BUILD his kingdom by multiplying disciples. 
 
NEXT Steps 
NEXT Steps is a process that equips disciples with the biblical foundation to become life Jesus, belong to his family, and build his kingdom.  
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Ten Marks of a Disciple 
Ten lessons to train disciples in the first 
steps to follow Jesus with all of their 
life for the rest of their life. 

Discovering Purpose 
A one-day forum to train disciples to 
discover and own their story, identity, 
call, and gifts so they can multiply 
God’s kingdom in every area of life.  

Experiencing Freedom 
A weekend seminar to train disciples to 
integrate gospel power and biblical 
change so they can walk in freedom. 

Experiencing Culture 
An class to train disciples in the 
foundational teachings of the Bible and 
help them integrate a gospel-based 
discipleship culture.  
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DISCIPLER/LEADER WORKSHEET 
 

MARK LIFESTYLE REFLECTION QUESTION 
FOLLOW: I am committed to follow Jesus with all of my life 
for the rest of my life, distinct from all other religions and 
spiritualities. 

I know the gospel story and tell my life’s story through it.  How do I experience the difference between following 
Jesus and following my old way of life, including other 
religions and spiritualities? 

BAPTISM: I have been baptized in water. I know the gospel story and tell my life’s story through it.  What old identities am I seeing and leaving behind and 
what new biblical identities am I embracing? 

SPIRIT: I have been filled with the Holy Spirit. I practice prayer as a lifestyle.  How am I experiencing God’s presence and power daily? 

LISTEN: I listen to Jesus’ voice through the Bible so I can 
obey him. 

I read the Bible multiple times a week so I can listen to and 
obey Jesus.  
 

How am I learning to hear and obey Jesus by reading the 
Bible?  

REPENT: I experience conviction for my sin and respond by 
leaving my old lifestyle to embrace Jesus’ lifestyle. 

I know how to apply biblical patterns and principles to 
leave my old lifestyle and embrace Jesus’ lifestyle. 

What specific areas of change is Jesus speaking to me 
about and what am I doing about it? 

COMMUNITY: I am committed to one specific local church 
and attend gatherings consistently. 

I show up faithfully to community gatherings to encounter 
Jesus personally and through his people. 

How is gathering with Jesus’ people strengthening me and 
others? 

RELATIONSHIP: I have three-to-four key friendships in my 
local church and am building at least one accountable 
relationship. 

I build relationships focused on: love, story, identity and 
call, and reconciliation. 

With whom am I experiencing relationship and why?  
 
Who am I learning to trust and willing to listen to? 

GIVE: I give my time, talent, and treasure to Jesus and 
others. 

I make sacrifices in my schedule, use my talents, and give 
financially to my local church to serve others.  

How am I giving my time, talent, and treasures to others in 
tangible ways? 

SHARE: I know how to share the gospel with my words. I share the gospel by listening to others’ story and telling 
my story.  

What parts of my story have I owned and can use to share 
the gospel? 

SHOW: I know how to show the gospel through service and 
prayer. 

I serve others practically and pray for miracles. How am I serving the lost and praying for miracles? 

 

SEMINAR—FORUM—CLASS 
PURPOSE: I know and own my story, identity, call, and gifts 
so I can multiply God’s kingdom in every area of life. 

 How am I using my story, identity, call and gifts to multiply  
God’s kingdom in every area of life?  

FREEDOM: I integrate gospel power and biblical change so I 
can walk in freedom. 

 How am I integrating the gospel and walking in new 
expressions of biblical freedom? 

CULTURE: I understand the foundational teachings of the 
Bible and am learning to thrive a gospel-based discipleship 
culture.  

 How are the Bible’s foundational teachings helping me 
follow Jesus? What am I learning about thriving in a gospel-
base discipleship culture?  
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HOW TO HELP OTHERS ENGAGE NEXT STEPS 
 
NEXT Steps will take about 12-14 months for a new disciple and about 14-15 months for a Christian new to Twenty Six Eight.   
 
The Ten Marks of a Disciple 
The Ten Marks of a Disciple trains people in the first steps to follow Jesus with all of their life for the rest of their life. 
▪ The Ten Marks of a Disciple takes about ten months to complete, one unit per month. 
▪ The Ten Marks of a Disciple is overseen in the Life Group by the Life Group leader. 
▪ The Ten Marks of a Disciple can be completed in a variety of ways as long as a more mature disciple is involved and there’s accountability for homework.  

o A disciple can complete it on their own. 
o A disciple can complete it in a small group of other disciples from their Life Group or from other Life Groups. 

 
Discovering Purpose  
Discovering Purpose trains people to discover and own their story, identity, call, and gifts so they can multiply God’s kingdom in every area of life.  
▪ Discovering Purpose takes about one month to complete: about three weeks of preparation and an all-day event on Sunday.  
▪ Discovering Purpose is overseen by the Discovering Purpose facilitators.  
 
Experiencing Freedom 
Experiencing Freedom equips people to integrate gospel power and biblical change so they can walk in freedom.  
▪ Experiencing Freedom takes about a month to complete: a weekend experience followed by four weekly sessions of follow up on Sabbath after church. 
▪ Experiencing Freedom is overseen by the Experiencing Freedom facilitators.  
 
Experiencing Culture 
Experiencing Culture equips new followers with the foundational teachings of the Bible and a basic introduction to a gospel-based discipleship culture.  
▪ Experiencing Culture (new believer) is an online class with monitored responses. 
▪ Experiencing Culture (new believer) takes about two-to-four weeks and can be completed concurrently with The Ten Marks of a Disciple or separately.  
▪ Experiencing Culture (new believer) is overseen by the Executive Staff and Life Group leaders. 
 
Experiencing Culture equips Christians with the foundational teachings of the Bible and a recalibration to a gospel-based discipleship culture. 
▪ Experiencing Culture (Christian) takes about three months to complete and includes an after-church class with homework (seven lessons, seven weeks) 

and an online class with monitored responses (about two-to-four weeks). 
▪ Experiencing Culture (Christian) is overseen by the Executive Staff and Life Group leaders. 
▪ Experiencing Culture (Christian) may be completed in an alternative way for exceptions. 
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LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Introduction 
From the beginning, it’s imperative that a disciple is trained to initiate and integrate discipleship. 
 
Life Group Leaders 
Life Group leaders are responsible to steward the process of discipleship through Life Groups and empower disciples to own their own discipleship. Life 
Group leaders will: 
1. Use the NEXT Steps Worksheet to monitor a disciple’s progress.  
2. Train disciples how to use the NEXT Steps Worksheet to own their discipleship. 
3. Introduce disciples to The Ten Marks of a Disciple materials and ensure they have a discipling relationship and time/place to complete it.  
4. Help disciples step into key experiences, like water baptism, and key resources, like Experiencing Freedom by working through appropriate materials and 

connecting them with the right people. 
5. Encourage disciples to serve in Corporate Ministry by connecting them with the right people. 
 
Corporate Ministry Leaders 
Corporate Ministry leaders are responsible to support the process of discipleship and encourage disciples in character (faithful, available, teachable, service) 
and giving (time, talent, treasure). Corporate Ministry leaders will: 
1. Use the NEXT Steps Worksheet to monitor a disciple’s progress. 
2. Encourage disciples to use the NEXT Steps worksheet to own their discipleship. 
3. Train disciples in character (faithful, available, teachable, service) and giving (time, talent, treasure) within the sphere of their Corporate Ministry 

commitments (Lesson 8 of The Ten Marks of a Disciple). 
4. Help disciples step into key experiences, like water baptism, and key resources, like Experiencing Freedom, by connecting them with the right people. 
5. Encourage disciples to fully participate in a Life Groups.  
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